For Our Military Families, Veterans and Buddies

Equine Groups are

Come together as a family or group in the arena with horses!

Imagine spending time outdoors...
Imagine spending time together...
Imagine spending time with horses...

You and others in nature with HORSES!

2011 Reins of H.O.P.E.

ABSOLUTELY FREE!

WHAT YOU WILL GET:
- Gasoline card for each driver
- Healthy lunches, snacks, and drinks
- Your own personal Journey sketchpad and pen
- Activities out in nature with horses
- Fun and exercise together
- Time together without the hassles and stress of daily life
- Time “just to be” with horses
- Join us one Saturday each month from 0900 — 1430 hours
- We are located at Guadalupe Stables in the North Valley (Alameda and Coors Road) and WT Equestrian Stables in the South Valley (Rio Bravo and 2nd)
- Opportunity to be with others and experience nature

Connecting Horses to our Military Community

You Deserve This...
Time Together...
An Easy Place to Be...

To Find Out More about Groups in the North Valley, call *Debi at 505-414-8467

To Find Our More about Groups in the South Valley, call *Win at 505-226-1468

Great together time!
Great adventures together!
Meet your “Battle Buddies”
- the horses!

Learn more about horses and enjoy your time in the arena together with horses!